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This memorandum deals with lead or bismuth reflec~or outside 

a uranium lattice in light water. We wish to estimate how many 

neutrons leak out from the lattice per cm2 if q fission neutrons are 

produced per cm3 near the boundary. The leak will consist of two 

terms, one relating to fast neutrons and one relating to thermal 

neutrons. We shall first estimate the leak of the fast neutrons as 

follows: 

In order to slow down from a mi~lion volts to 1/10 volt we 

need 16 collisions with hydrogen • ..O ~ shall consider the density 

of the fast neutrons in each of the logarithmic intervals and we ~ 

~ on the conservative side if we assume that the density of 
I 

neutrons in these intervals is not affected by the boundary, ~ t.. • e.. 
~~~~~ 
~ ~ density is not reduced due to the fact that an appreciable 

fraction of the neutrons leak.out. Our result for the reflector 

will therefore give a lower limit for its effect. 

We shall write for this density in the nth interval from 

the bottom up 

(1) 

where his the mean free path for an elastic collision with hydrogen. 

""" ~r q = 1, that is if one fission neutron is produced per cc and 

second.~e leak of these neutrons into an infinite plane reflector 

is determined from the following consideration: The density of the 

neutrons originating from the nth logarithmic interval will fall off 

in the lead reflector according to the law 

(2) 
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In order to calculate the we assume here that if a 

neutron is slowed down to 1/10 volt it is absorbed by the lead and 

does not return to the water lattice boundary. a is then determined 

by the consideration that in 100 collisions with lead the neutron 

is slowed down by one logarithmic interval so that for the neutrons 

originating from the nth logarithmic interval it takes n x 100 col

lisions to become thermal. Therefore we may write 

(3) 

The number of neutrons originating from the nth interval which 

diffuses into the lead scatterer is then given in the plane case by 

(4) 

or the total leak of fast neutrons into the lead given by 

( S) 

We shall distinguish two groups of neutrons from one to n resonance 

neutrons havj.ng a mean free path of one in water with respect to 

collision with hydrogen and above resonance neutrons having a mean 

free path of 4. We shall therefore write 

(6) 

General expression for saving in the plane case we have 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

This gives for extrapolation length 

(9) 
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I) . ,f.! 'lf 

For instance, for leak = A e would get 

(10) 

Please note for a = 0.02ti3 and M2 = 40 cm2 the critical radius of a 

free sphere is 130 em. 

Finite reflector, plane case, with no slowing down in lead. 

Here we may write for the leakage 

(11) 

(12) 

for one fission neutron per cc produced near the boundary. 

By assuming for the bottom 12 energy intervals a mean free path 

in lead of 3 em, for the 4 top energy intervals a mean free path 

in lead of 3 em and a mean free path in water of 4 em 

(13) 
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From this we can, by means of{~), (9) and (10) calculate the 

extrapolation distance,which comes out to be 35 em. 

No absorption in the reflector, spherical case.--We have 

to write, in order to obtain the leakage, 

(14) 

where D is the radius of the outer layer of the reflector and R is 

the radius of the lattice sphere. From this and 

(15) 

we obtain the relation 

(16) 

the expression 

(17) 

and this gives for D - R = 50 em, for aR = 2.30, or R = 95 em. 

~or infinite reflector aR would correspond to 1.61 giving R = 66 em~ 

Absorbing infinite reflector, spherical case.--Here we can write 

(18) 



c 

In this expression we have added the leak coefficient for thermal 

neutrons which we estimate to be 4/11. Takibg for the thermal 

leak coefficient 4/11, this gives for aR = 



SUPPLE ::EI\"!' TO mUC-LS-28 of 7-7-1,~ addressed to vr. ~·;. ''Iatson 
The followinz contains considerations referring tv the construc

tional and. functional problems wluch arise in connection with the co~ryosite 
heavy water ur:..it discussed in the above~ntion.ed memorandum. 

. t"' 
Insert I l 

Most of tne uranium in the composite unit is in the light water 

lattice. The constructional problems of this light water lattice are 

obviously the same whether or not we have a heavy water core and some 

of the problems connected with it have been discussed before our attention 

was focussed on the possihili ty of using.~-.a heavy water core. In the 

follovrlng considerations we shall assume that the volume ratio of water 

to uranium is about 2 to 3, i.e., about one-third of the space is oc-

cupied by uraniu..-11. If all the water were allowed to move through the 

. lattice with a velocity which is ne8ded for good heat transfer we would 

have to circulate a rather large water volume. The ·water volume which 

has to be circulated for a go ~d amount of heat trar.sfer can be cut by 

about a fa~tor 2 if we use a construction which is illustrated in ~ig. 1. 

In Fig. 1 we see a quadratic lattice of aluminum tubes (2,5,4, etc.,; 

every second aluminum tube contains a uranium rod (2, 4, etc.), and every 

other aluminum tube (5) is filled with water. The whole lattice of al-

uminum tu~es is of course immersed in water but while the water between 

the aluminum tubes circulates rapidly through the lattice the water within 

the aluminum tubes ( 5) flow·s only slow·ly. In this way slightly less 

than half of the water in the lattice moves fast and the amount of water 

which we have to circulate is cut by a factor 2. The alumin;.un tubes 

wlnch do not contain uranium have slits near the top and bottom of the 

tube so that a slow circulation within the tubes is maintained. 

The Canalized Water R.eflector.--The top and bottom of the aluminum 

tubes in the lattice can be so constructed as to form a structure which 

might be called a canalized water reflector. For a certain length frore 

'?I 
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the top and from the bottom (about 30 ern) the c:lurninurn tubes may be 

left free from uran·um and in place of the u.ranill{Il rod may be simpl y 

left empty or preferably may contain an aluminum can f i lled with bismuth . 

This is indicated in Figs. 2a and 2b showing the top and b ttom of the 

lattice respectively. The average water density within the reflector 

is about 1/3 em cJTt2 and the heat of the reflector must be sufficiently 

large to prevent the escape of a substantial fraction of fast neutrons . 

·~ basic idea of such a canalized reflector is the following: If we 

have an ordinary water ref ector the efficiency of the reflector is 

low because the ratio of the diffusion length for slowine down and the 

diffusion len6th for thermal neutrons is large. I n a canalized reflector 

as considered above where we have cylinders of about 2 em in diameter 

free from water occupying two-thirds ~f the sp~ce, this ratio is con-

siderably smaller and th2refore a larger fraction of the thermal neutrons 

produced in the reflector will reach the urar.iwn in the light water 

lattice and will be absorbed there. A gas like helium, or a soli like 

may be used to fill the aluminum tubes .6ilif, J<Me../4~ graphite Jr beryllium or bismuth 

/.t>l """ f / , ~ , 
For' the ti:ne being preference is ~eing 6 iven to bismuth which on account 

of its lower ~hermal absorption cross section is Frable to lead. 

The slit 8) and(8b) in Figs. 2a and 2b show the waLr inlet and outlet 

respective y from the aluminum tube (5). 
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Sup?ort of La tice.--T e light water latti~e has 

to be sup_;Jor-ted ir. such a rnanner a to ?ermit t e outf ow o: t e water . 

One so ution is show, il'l Figs. 3, 3 and 9 and a slightl;>r differ(lnt 

s l~tion i~ Fi~s JC, G, and 9. In iz. 3 12, etc. , are p~rallel 

alum.int:.m plates ::;tanrl.in6 vertically forming the sup ort 41 at the bottom 

f ?it;. 3. • to vieN of these pl<Jtes, section A, B of ?ig. 8 is shown 

in Fig . 9 . These .rt1cal aluminum plates must lJe l.~.igh enough to be 

able to support the wei~l-tt of the uran.!.t:Jn rod lattice . 

A S..i5 ht y different WRjr of ~ oldir.g the alU!T!inum tubes which form 

the lattice ~s shown in ?ig. 3C which is an alterna ive construction to 

the construction shown in Fig . 3B. In the center nf re c ~posite unlt 

t~e top part (101) of the center portion of the support (til) is of a 

different. construction since thic: part of the SU?port has to fit in with 

the constr .ctiot"' of the heavy water core. 

Heavy Water Core .--The heavy water cores wLic~ we may wish to 

c:m.::ider fall ir.to two classes: a) he hea~J w~te flask r mosaic 

core which is lieht water cooled and in wdc~ the light wa er freely 

co~~unicates with the light wat;r in the light water lattice, a!'ld 1 
) 

the i closed heavy water core which may be ecole. either by light water 

or heavy water circulation. 

J... !Dosaic type core is sho.m in figs. 11, 12a, b and 12c. I n 

this tyne of core the heavy water is containeJ in cylindrical alumin~ 

flasks having spherifal tops and bottoms. The pressure of the 'eavy 

water is kept .igher >vithin t e heavy water flask thru in thP light 

water lattice throughout the w ole length o.L the composite unit . This 

keeps the a1'.:1iii'1Uit c-ylinders from collapsing and a wall thickness of 
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l mm will be sufficient for a maximum pressure difference of 3 atmosoheres 

for a flask radius of 3 em. Such aluminum ~ asks are arranged as s .own 

in .: ig. 11 in a hexa~onal :oattern. The spaces left free by the flasks 

communicate with the light water lattice and are therefore filled with 

light water. The problem for. which we '!lust find a satisfactory sol1tion 

is the following~ The alurnintw flask ~1ich is exposed to the pressure 

in the heavy water must have a ciccular shape in order to be able to 

withstand the pressure. The cross section exposed to the light water, 

however, must have a shape which permits to keep constant distances be

tween neighboring elements. This cross section can for instance be a 

hexa6on as shom1 in Fig. 11. ne possible solution for this problem would 

be to fasten beryllium plate of a suitable shape on the outside of the 

aluminum flasks but before we Move in this direction it would be desirable 

to have the result of corrosion experiments on the aluminum beryllium 

couple. 

Another solution which is indicated in the drawings consists of 

having a thin, say ~ mm, aluminum sheet bent in the form of a ~exagon 

and forming a cylindrical container which incloses the heavy water flask. 

The space between the two containers can be filled vdth a bismuth-lead 

alloy. The pressure in the space containirg the bismuth lead alloy may 

be lower than the hydraulic pressure ~n the heavy water lattice and 

the thin alumin~ wall of the hexacon is supported by the lead-bismuth 

alloy. Aluminum tubes containing uranium rods are arranged in the light 

water gap between the hexagon as shown in Fig. 12a and in greater detail 

in 2ig. 13. 
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~pproximate ~ata.--The foll owing data may serve for a quick 

orientation concerning the magnitudes w~uch are · nvolved . Fpr a standard 

but othervdse too small rauius of 10 em of the hea~J water flasks and 

for a heavy water to uranium volume ratio of 1:15, uranium rods in the 

heavy water core would have about a l·cm diameter . The average thickness 

of the lead-bismuth alloy surrounding such a cylinder of lQ em radius 

would be about .5 em whereas the average thickness of the uranium ( i f it 

were uniformly smeared arolli~d thB circle of 10 em radius) would amount 

to . 3 em , i.e., the weight of the bismuth-lead alloy would be about 

equal to the weight of the uranium. For the eutectic alloy of bismuth

lead the absorption of the alloy would amount to a loss in multiplication 

factor of about 1%. This loss would be smaller if the alloy were richer 

in bismuth. The 1 mm thick aluminum wall of the hea~7 water flask of 

10 em radius has a _volume corresponding to . 3 of the volume of the 

ure.nium in the heavy water core. This may be compared with the familiar 

case of a uranium slug of em diameter covered with l rom of aluminum 

where the ratio of the volume of aluminum to the volume of uranium is.2. 

It may be seen therefore that the absorption of neutrons in the allli~inum 

flask is not too serious . 

Amount of Light Water in the Core . --A reasonable amount of light 

water in the core would be about l/30 of the volume of heavy water (3 . 3%) 

or 1/2 of the volume of uranium. Since a cross section of one slug of 

1 em of diameter is /4 cm2, this would correspond to a ring of water 

around the uraniUlli rod of about 2 mm thickness . This would leave 4 mm 

between adjacent uranium rods which is more than is needed. On the 
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other hand, in view of inaccuracies of manufacture, it appears safer not 

to count on less than 3.3% of light water in the heavy water core and 

the amount may have to be increased to perhaps 5% if tolerance required 

should prove to be difficult to meet. 
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